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Chalk Eraser 

Microfiber Mop 

Model EC-560 
(120V, 480W) 

PLEASE READ THIS BOOKLET CAREFULLY BEFORE 
OPERATES THIS APPLIANCE 



1. FEATURES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF PARTS: 

 

                             

（4）HEPA filter limit switch 

Top cover 

Air inlet （6）Slice brush 

（3）Dustproof cover 

Inner sponge 

Outer cloth 

（Dust bag） 
Switch （8）Reset button of over 

   loading of electric current     

(1)  （2）Dust full indicator 

（5）Dustbag absent protector   

（1）HEPA（High Efficiency 
Particulate Air filter）    

(1) High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filter: set ahead the motor, can suck up the 
dust completely and keep the discharged air clean, also can prolong its life.    

(2) Dust full indicator: when the dust bag or HEPA filter are full of dust, the“dust full 
indicator” will turn to red. 

(3) Dustproof cover: This product is applied with exact hermetical also durable for cleanout 
structure. That make this appliance can keep clean inside and outside for a long time, 
also can keep dust from spreading effectively which will pollute those inner components. 
It also can reduce the time spend on maintenance and avoiding those spreading dust 
suck into motor for prolonging the life of motor. 

(4) HEPA filter install failed protect function: While the HEPA filter is not installed, it will 
do not work for protecting motor and keeping dust from leaking. 

(5) Dustbag absent protect function: If dustbag is absent or placed incorrectly, the top 
cover will can not be closed. 

(6) Replaceable slice brush: Cleaning the dust thoroughly, if it is wore away, which can be 
replaced by oneself easily. 

(7) Overheat protect function: Equip with“Reset thermostat protector”on the motor to 
prevent the motor from any breakage caused by overheat. 

(8) Over loading of electric current protect function: Apply with Non-fuse electric current 
switch can prevent the product from any damage caused by over loading of electric 
current. And it is no necessary to change fuse for instauration, but only press the reset 
button under the base. 



3. PRECAUTIONS: 
� This appliance can not immerse or wash by water. Keep the appliance away from 

humidification place. 

            

� This appliance can be operated from 0℃℃℃℃ to 40℃℃℃℃. Do not place this appliance in the 
condition of lower. 

                 
� Do not unplug the power outlet when your hand is wet. 

                  

� Keep this appliance away from those flammable or combustible objects. 

                  

� Without authorization, do not attempt to repair the appliance yourself. 

� Be sure to switch off the power before clean this appliance. 

� Be sure to keep the outlet grill unblocked; Air inlet also can not block for a long time. 
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CAUTION: This product is intended for school , office or household use only, to clean 
the blackboard eraser or duster (microfiber mop) and must to be dry 
object; Do not use outdoors or clean any wet object. 

 



IMPORTTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS (Read all instructions before using.) 

When using this appliance, basic precaution should always be followed, includind the following: 

WARING-To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock,or injury: 

1. Do not leave appliance when plugged in. unplug from outlet when not in use and before 

servicing. 

2. Do not use outdoors or on wet surfaces. 

3. Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention in necessary when used by or near children. 

4. Use only as described in this manual.Use only manufacturer’s recommended attachments. 

5. Do not use with damaged cord or plug. If appliance is not working as it should, has been 

dropped,damaged,left outdoors, or dropped into water, return it to a service center. 

6. Do not pull or carry by cord, use cord as a handle, close a door on cord, or pull cord around 

sharp edges or corners. Do not run appliance over cord. Keep cord away from heated surface. 

7. Do not unplug by pulling on cord. To unplug, grasp the plug, not the cord. 

8. Do not handle plug or appliance with wet hands. 

9. Do not put any object into opening. Do not use with any opening blocked; keep free of dust, 

lint,hair, and anything that may reduce air flow. 

10. Keep hair, loose clothing, finger, and all parts of body away from openings and moving part. 

11. Turn off all controls before unplugging. 

12. Do not use to pick up flammable or combustible liquids, such as gasoline, or use in areas 

where they may be present. 

13. This appliance is provided with double insulation. Use only identical replacement parts.  

See instructions for Servicing Of Double-Insulated Appliance. 

14. Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes, matches, or hot ashes. 

15. Do not use without dust bag, Dustproof cover, and HEPA filters in place.  

 

Servicing Of Double-Insulated Appliance 
 

For a double-insulated,cord-connected appliance: 

A double-insulated appliance is marked with one or more of the following:The words” DOUBLE 
INSULATION” or “DOUBLE INSULATED” or double insulation symbol(square within a square). 

 

In a double-insulation appliance, two systems of insulation are provided instead of grounding. 

No grounding means is provided on a double insulated appliance, nor should a means for 
grounding be added to the appliance. Service a double-insulated appliance require extreme 
care and knowledge of the system. and should be done only by qualified service personnel. 

Replacement parts for a double-insulated appliance must be identical to the parts they replace 

 

Specific instructions for the proper method of storage of the cord, the total appliance, and the 

like, when the appliance is not in use and for care of the cord while in use.  

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 
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4. INSTRUCTION FOR OPERATIONG：：：： 
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○
1 Place this product on the desk 

A Put the blackboard eraser on the 
surface of top cover and traverse it, 
dust can be cleaned easily 

B Put the duster or Micro Fibers Mop on 
the surface of top cover and traverse 
it, dust can be cleaned easily 

○
2 Install of dustbag 

Inner sponge should not leave outside Dustproof cover need to place flatly, 
do not warp it 

CAUTION: This product is intended for school , office or household use only, to clean 
the blackboard eraser or duster (microfiber mop) and must to be dry 
object; Do not use outdoors or clean any wet object. 

 



5. INSTRUCTION FOR CLEANING 
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○
1 Open the top cover 

○
2 Take out the filter 

○
3 Remove the dustproof cover 

○
6 Take out the HEPA filter to 

check if it was blocked 
○
4 Take out the inner  

sponge dustbag 
○
5 Empty the dust in the inner 

and outer dustbag 

○
7 Clean 

dustproof cover  

inner sponge dustbag 
outer cloth dustbag 
HEPA filter (if it was 
blocked) 

○
8 Dry the dustproof cover 

by airing, inner sponge 
dustbag, outer cloth 
dustbag and HEPA 
filter before using 

○
9 According to step of 

○
6
○
4
○
3
○
2
○
1 to install                      

those clean parts and fold the top cover 



6. TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE: 

Please check the following details before you have the appliance repaired in an authorized 

servicing department: 

Problem Possible reason Solution 

 
 
Product can  
not work  
(out of power) 

 
� HEPA filter is absent or installed 

not correctly 
� Over loading of electric current, 

power cut off automatic 
� Motor overheat, power cut off 

automatic 

� Check the HEPA filter and install 
Correctly 

� Press the power reset button 
under the base 

� Around a half hour later, the 
product can reactivate automatic 

Dust full  
indicator turn  
to red 

� Dustbag full of dust                                                                                   

 
� HEPA filter blocked 

 
� Empty the dustbag and clean out 

it by water if it is necessary 
� Clean out the HEPA filter and dry 

it before using 

Top cover can 
not fold 

� Dustbag (inner and outer) absent 

� inner sponge dustbag absent or 
install incorrect 

� The direction of dustproof cover 
is wrong 

� Install the dustbag (inner and  
outer) 

� Place the inner sponge dustbag 
into the inner cloth dustbag and 
be sure to do not leave outside 

� Circumvolve dustproof cover  
90ººººflatly 

Note of Polarized Plug: 

To reduce the risk of electric shock, this appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than 
the other).This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into the 
outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to install the proper 
outlet. Do not change the plug in any way. 

7.SPECIFICATION: 
 

Rating Voltage / Frequency AC120V,60HZ 

Rating power 480W 

Dimension 270mmX148mmX168mm(LXWXH) 

Net weight 2.3Kg 

Power cord 2m 

8. WARRANTY: 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

(Filters are not covered) 

 

Model No EC-560 

Date of Purchase  

Retailers Name  
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